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Definition

Combine To bring or join something together to complete something.

Logical A way of solving a problem that uses careful thought and 
reasoning.

Reasoning The process of applying logical and critical thinking to a 
problem.

Detect To discover or notice something.

Transitions To change from one thing to something else.

Filters a program or section of code that is designed to examine each 
input or output request.

Multimedia When computer info can be represented through audio, 
graphics, image, video and animation in addition to traditional 
media (text and graphics).

Copyright An original piece of work is covered by copyright.  It is against 
the law to copy and distribute copyrighted material without 
the copyright owner's permission.

Knowledge

● Know where to find copyright free images and audio, and 
why this is important

● Understand the issues of copyright and the importance 
of acknowledging sources. 

● Understand that everything we do online leaves a digital 
footprint that can last forever

● .Know what to do and who to contact if we see 
something that upsets / concerns us online.

● Understand privacy settings and what pictures are 
appropriate to share online.

● Discuss the benefits and dangers of communicating 
online/through different forms of technology.

● Know the meaning of common website extensions 
(.org, . net. Gov etc) 

● Understand what makes a strong password and why this 
is important at school and in the wider world 



Skills

● Combine sequences of instructions to turn an external 
device on and off

● Use logical reasoning to detect errors in algorithms
● Use selection accurately within programs
● Select and combine software on a range of devices
● Generate, amend and combine visual media from 

different sources for a specific audience or task. 
● Create a movie including still images and sound and add 

suitable titles and transitions. 
● Capture/review different images, considering lighting, 

positioning and angle appropriate to a given 
task/audience. 

● Use filters in a database to find out specific information
● Identify and use appropriate hardware and software to 

fulfil a specific task
● Create different types of graphs and charts that are 

appropriate to the data I am using; I can use them to 
interpret and answer a specific question.

●  I can select and use suitable software and hardware to 
produce a multimedia soundtrack.

● Beginning to question information based on author and 
location; recognise different viewpoints and the impact 
of incorrect data.

●  Share and exchange ideas using emails/electronic 
communication respectfully. 


